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Copyright or Stewardship?
Stewardship in the interest of mathematics, of
the academy, of society.

Rights issues different for any part of corpus
Looking forward vs. looking back
Journals vs. monographs

Part of a larger strategy for building a
sustainable publishing system, e.g.,

Digital preservation and access repositories
OA/OS journal publishing platforms
Print archives





How can the community recover
copyright from math journals?

JSTOR approach is a useful model: neg
copyright, affordable, good value for the
money. Sustainable (mv), successful project.
Don’t cherry pick. 90% of mathematics journal
literature is in hands of publishers. Work with
them; this is in their interest, too. Negotiate
for whole titles, runs. Then tackle last 10%.
Assume rights; grandfather in retrospective
content; use registries for orphan works.
Tie together development of print archive to
dev of digital archive. Work with library (ies).



Revenue, etc.
Content should not have to be bought;
revenue should be used to fund
services not content. Claim rights in
perpetuity for preservation purposes.

Consider a hybrid model.
Revenue generating services can be
added later to open access collections.



Role of library
Interest in collection building; looking after
collections for centuries; Preservation;

MD expertise, MARC, persistent IDs, and
OAI-PMH;

Expertise in holdings analysis, physical
examination, etc.
Purveyor of tools for building digital
environments around journals, integrating
access to broader collections, harvesting
metadata, federating searching
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Publishing Partners: Faculty,
Presses, & Societies

Productive, dynamic CDL-UCP partnership:
nearly 2,000 XML schol monographs + new
monographic series + UCIAS = new models
for publication of book length scholarly works
Editorial: Enhance university press’ capacity
(edit and tech) for publishing; use existing
mechanisms to share editorial load; UCP
“reviews the reviewers”
Technical: Redesigned workflow; extend
structured text infrastructure, streamline
inputs and enhance outputs
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